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‘Heritage’ on Display:Exhibitions and Congresses for
the Protection of Ancient Monuments at the World’s
Fairs 1855-1915

This paper examines the role of the word’s fairs in the conceptualization of ‘cultural

heritage’.[1]

In 1851 Prince Albert initiated the world’s fair as a display of industrial progress, and

history and ‘heritage’ entered the scene through the back door: by manufacturers putting

the history of their products on display. The retrospective element was more

systematically introduced through the fine arts exhibitions and arts and crafts shows.

Subsequently, historic elements became constitutive of the most diverse parts of the

exhibitions. The function of the historic element has been interpreted differently, but

should not be reduced to an escapist counterbalance to modernization.[2] It equally

served as a background against which progress could be emphasized and rendered even

more spectacular. Thus, at the 1889 Exposition universelle in Paris, which celebrated the

centenary of the French Revolution, the visitor who left the retrospective art exhibition

could meander through the Rue des Nations along the Seine, where the different nations

had their pavilions constructed in ‘national styles’, be mesmerized by the reconstructions

of the Vieux Paris and numerous rural idylls or view the entire history of human housing

in a single place[3]. He could continue with “horse-shoeing of war-horses”[4] or stay on to

delight in falconry, past and present, or immerse himself in ethnographic displays.[5]

Returning in 1900, the same visitor could observe how the Eiffel Tower, attacked as the

very enemy of Parisian and French patrimoine back in 1889– was already considered

national heritage in 1900.[6] Past and present mingled inextricably, and to each others’

advantage.

Just as drawing a complete picture of any given exhibition would be an undertaking of

impossible magnitude, different aspects of the world’s fairs could provide an almost

limitless number of starting points for studying the concept of ‘heritage’.[7] This paper

could not hope to study in any meaningful way all the ‘heritage’ aspects of the world’s
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fairs, nor does it attempt to. Rather, it concentrates on a particular feature of the world’s

fairs: the exhibitions of architectural drawings of ‘historic monuments’, comparing the

French, German and British sections.[8]

Since the introduction of the Fine Arts to the exhibition tradition in the 1855 Exposition

universelle in Paris, its architectural section combined new construction projects with

studies and images of existing monuments and restoration projects. The exhibitions thus

provided a means for the specialist and non-specialist public to be informed both about

what the exhibiting countries thought to constitute their most representative monuments,

but also about progress and practices of their restoration and protection. The major space

was occupied by the European exhibitors, but not exclusively so. Drawings of historical

monuments were exhibited at all major international and universal exhibitions since the

ParisExposition universelle as well as at a number of ‘small’ international exhibitions.[9]

Furthermore, linked to the exhibitions, the first truly international congresses for the

protection of historic monuments were held. It is well known that the world’s fairs and the

international congresses linked to them played a decisive part in the development of many

modern disciplines.[10] Scholars have, however, so far failed to consider the emergence of

monument protection as movement and as discipline in this connection.

An analysis of this type yields twofold benefits. First, the exhibitions and congresses

provide factual knowledge on how cultural transfer could and did occur between

countries. Lists of participants and reports show who could meet whom, programs

demonstrate which ideas on the restoration and the protection of ancient monuments

were mentioned, and exhibitions catalogues show which works of restoration could be

seen to illustrate these purposes. The scope of this paper does not allow to demonstrate

this in detail here, it suffices to note that the most important government officials who

were responsible for the protection of ancient monuments in France, Britain and

Germany were present, or at least informed about the exhibitions and congresses though

correspondence, as were representatives of the main private preservation associations

from the three countries.

Moreover, the world’s fairs provided a public space in which different ‘heritage-makers’

presented their version of what should be considered as national ‘heritage’. Accordingly, I

will explore how the international scene was used to advance the particular agendas of

different ‘heritage-makers’, and thereby show how the concept of ‘heritage’ did not have a

fixed content but was articulated according to circumstance, and molded into the wider

rhetoric of world’s fairs.

To illustrate these points, I will first examine content, presentation and reception of the

exhibitions of historic monuments study, before comparing their staging of ‘heritage’, to

the discussions at the international congresses and debates on legislation that took place

simultaneously.

The content of the exhibitions
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The exhibitions were made up mainly of architectural drawings and plans, and later

included photographs and plaster casts. In the beginning, the French, German and British

sections exhibited a very high proportion of restoration studies. Over the course of the

following exhibitions, however, they took a different path.

In the British and German sections, as in most other European countries’ sections, the

restoration studies were mixed with contemporary projects in no particular order, and the

number of retrospective studies decreased toward the end of the century. Conversely,

their number gradually increased in the French section. Almost all the studies of

restoration came from the archives of the Commission des Monuments historiques. This

French Historic Monuments Commission had been founded in 1837 as a government

agency, to list and restore the monuments of France. Since figuring prominently in the

1867 Exhibition of the History of Work ( Exposition de l’Histoire du Travail) material

from the archives of the Historic Monuments Commission was shown in increasingly

splendid special exhibitions within the larger framework of retrospective art exhibitions at

the subsequent Paris Expositions universelles in 1878, 1889 and 1900.[11] The

Commission took care to be well represented at the international exhibitions abroad,

especially in Britain, Austria and the United States. In contrast to the other nation’s

sections, the French organized the display of their monuments chronologically. What is

more, they interpreted the world’s fairs’ maxim to demonstrate constant progress and,

consequently, the interdiction to exhibit the same works in consecutive exhibitions, in a

rather loose way. In many instances, progress on particular restorations more than

justified the repeated attention to certain monuments. The abundance of the archives of

the Commission furthermore permitted the choice of different drawings of a single

monument. From the constant repetition of particular restorations, however, it becomes

clear that the exhibitions were not only a progress report, but rather aimed at giving a

representation of the work of the Commission as a whole.[12]

The singular nature of the French exhibition of historic monuments deserves explanation.

Why was given so much more emphasis to historic monuments than in the sections of

other countries?

French self-presentation

The content and organizational structure of the different nations’ sections already suggest

that, out of the three countries most closely examined, only France had a coherent vision

with regard to the exhibition of historic monuments. This sits well with France being the

only country to have produced copious publications explaining the reasoning behind the

exhibition of depictions of restorations – a reasoning distinguished by a remarkable

continuity over the course of half a century. The motivation for the exhibitions most

frequently cited in the official French publications is the extraordinary quality of drawings

stored in the archives of the Historic Monuments Commission and thus the entertaining

nature of the exhibitions. The commentators consented that, as a general rule,

architectural drawings held little public attraction, but that the drawings held by the

commission “are a work of art in their own right and object of envy of all the nations of

Europe”[13] and should therefore be publicly displayed.
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Having extolled both the collection’s artistic quality and its potential for entertainment,

and thus alluding to the first world’s fair maxim of ‘entertainment’, the official

commentators moved on to the second classic element of world’s fair rhetoric: education.

This mission was seen to be fulfilled in two ways. First, by the influence of the Monuments

historiques on the arts and public taste, inscribed into the wider reasoning behind the

Arts and Crafts exhibitions: educating public taste and providing inspiration for modern

industry. Second, the exhibitions purpose was to instruct about the work of the French

Historic Monuments Commission. In the catalogue for the international exhibition in

Vienna in 1873 – two years after the defeat in the Franco-Prussian War – the Historic

Monument Commission outlined:

[The Commission] had but one aim, by responding to the call it had received; to inform
about the advantages of an institution which was only founded in 1837, but which, since its
creation strongly and energetically contributed to the conservation of the precious
monuments of past centuries, belonging to different architectural schools which are one of
the glories of our fatherland and represent the true history of our national art.[14]

In addition to the exhibition of architectural drawings, the Commission edited some of its

written records in the catalogue, the stated reason being as follows:

Several countries of Europe try to follow in the vein in which we preceded them.
Commissions for the conservation of monuments have been founded. Most governments are
about to create similar institutions. Therefore it seemed interesting to publish the diverse
documents relating to the foundation of the Historic Monument Commission of France,
showing its aims, its pursuits in the name of the Government and the means it disposes of,
as well as the results it was able to obtain.[15]

With this publication, the Commission addressed a very real demand. Since its

foundation, the commission had been receiving letters from foreign government officials

asking about the work of the Commission, especially Prussia and Austria had imitated the

French administration since the 1840s.

A case of failed transfer?

Convinced of their civilizing mission, most of the French guides to the diverse exhibitions

and the official reports vindicate French superiority and underline that no “international

politeness”[16] would stop them from dismissing most of the foreign exhibits. Since the

first exhibition in 1855, they pointed out how far advanced France was in matters of

architectural restoration. There are, however, two interesting twists to this story: From

the early 1870s, a parallel form of report emerged, mostly written by the same authors,

deploring French backwardness and the need to imitate foreign legislation.[17] Moreover,

the exhibitions were – unlike the legal projects – hardly mentioned by foreign visitors and

if so, not necessarily in a favorable light.

While the French justified the exhibitions as being dedicated to the “most precious

specimens of our national architecture”[18] and deplored the lack of historic monuments

in the British section, the British architectural paper The Builder commented in 1855:
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Great Britain alone vindicates the actual position of her national architecture: she alone
takes cognizance of the existence of iron as a building material, and it is only from the
details she furnishes of executed works that any idea can be formed of the nature of the
wants and tastes to which it is the duty and province of architecture to minister in the
nineteenth century. [….] In architecture, on the whole, we regret to say, the [French] display
is inadequate to the present position of art. Although the French exhibit no less than 183
series of drawings, the whole, with two or three exceptions, may be divided into studies of
existing monuments and designs for restorations. [….] and the Archives of the “Monuments
Historiques” furnish a corresponding and much more extensive collection of studies of
national archaeology, representing the monuments of the country, not only as they exist as
they may be supposed to have existed in the days of their completeness and perfection. Each
of these is certainly highly important, but neither can be accepted as an adequate illustration
of the present state of architecture in France. [….] France we must repeat, has not done
herself justice in her Exhibition, and has missed an opportunity which may never again
occur. We look in vain for any indication of the nature of those great works which have
drawn upon Paris the eyes of all Europe: we recognize not a spark of that fervid imagination
which has created an eclectic style of street architecture almost original. If French architects
were to be judged by the present exhibition alone they would be set down as pedants, whose
studies were equally laborious and barren.[19]

This statement clearly highlights different attitudes to the role of the past in relation to

national identity in France and Britain. It is even more revealing of the nature of

exhibition reports, which judge according to preordained national standards and freely

dismiss everybody else’s. This was magnificently caricaturized in 1878 by the fictive

‘Angeline at the Exhibition’ in Punch, mentioning the Trocadéro where the historic

monuments were exhibited en passant:

After lunch, Edwin met an old fried of his who lives in Paris, who told him that the British
Department was the best thing in the Exhibition, and that when he had seen that he had seen
everything. I quite agree with him. In duty bound we “did” the rest of the place, but it was
rather stupid. The Trocadéro contains a sort of weak imitation of the South Kensington
Museum; and the Foreign Courts, and the Machinery, and all those sorts of things, or course
we had seen year ago in London, Vienna and in former Expositions at Paris. But the Prince
of Wales’ apartments were too lovely! … So aesthetic and so English![20]

Most of the opposition to foreign exhibits by British commentators can be boiled down to

the same world’s fair rhetoric of national superiority: another country’s difference from

one’s own was declared to be outside the boundaries of the acceptable. Basing judgments

on entirely different standards conveniently saved the French and British from having to

compete on similar ground. The different emphases within the architectural section

replicate the idea of artistic France fighting against industrial Britain. The International

Jury, in which the French were decisively overrepresented, decided in 1855 simply to

invent a new category of medals for historic studies which assured that British and French

architects were equally honored, the former in the modern and the latter in the historic

section.[21]
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Behind these rhetorical maneuvers, far more similarities can be detected. For example,

further criticism about the historic focus of the French exhibitions came from Henry Cole,

organizer of the Great Exhibitions in 1851 and 1862 in London, head of the South

Kensington Museum (today Victoria and Albert Museum) and organizer of the British

sections of the two first Parisian world’s fairs. [22] He dismissed the historic nature of

French exhibitions, but this appears in a different light when we look behind the scenes.

Cole at first had been enthusiastic to participate at the ‘History of Work’ exhibition in

Paris 1867. When learning that fire security and insurance costs would be too high for the

British government to pay, he channeled his disappointment by simply declaring that

such a historically focused exhibition would be misplaced in an exhibition on modern

progress in any case. [23]

Beyond the disdainful accounts that can be explained in terms of winning the “peaceful

battle”[24] among nations with the means of the arts, to use Prince Napoleon’s words,

other statements demonstrating the usefulness of the exhibitions in advancing matters of

preservation can be found. The English Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings,

whose members had visited previous exhibitions in Paris, acknowledged in 1889, despite

disagreeing with the way the Commission restored monuments, that “the utility of

preserving an accurate record of the condition of buildings placed under their care and

the practice might very well be imitated in this country”.[25]

It is harder to assess the impact of exhibitions on German preservationists. Architects

present at subsequent congresses are likely to have seen them, even if they are not

reviewed in the specialist press. But the silence of the German specialist press is

somewhat intriguing, as in general French developments in preservation were closely

followed, and reports of international congresses are mentioned in the press as well as in

the private correspondence of state preservationists.[26] It is possible, however, that

German preservationists’ insistence on imitating the French in keeping archives

documenting the evolution of historic monuments derived from their observance of

French historic exhibitions.[27]

The confrontation of French, British and German sources thus shows that a certain

amount of cultural transfer occurred, but that this process was not openly acknowledged.

On the contrary, every reporter and commentator proclaimed national superiority. After

having discussed the role of the exhibitions with regard to cultural transfer and

internationalism, I now turn to domestic motivations of the exhibitions, through the

French example.

Domestic Agendas

Despite the insistence of French official reports on how aesthetically appealing the

architectural drawings were, the format seems hardly to have been interesting for a larger

audience, with much more popular representations of national identity and history – not

to speak of the parts of the fairs that entirely served entertainment, such as a tour on the

https://www.iwm.at/publications/5-junior-visiting-fellows-conferences/vol-xix/astrid-swenson/note22
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Riesenrad at the Prater in Vienna – being present at the same world’s fairs. Moreover,

admission to fine arts pavilions was prohibitively expensive for a working-class audience.

[28]

What, then, are the reasons for the persistence on these exhibitions and their continuous

– and ever more costly – enlargement?[29]

Being part of the beaux arts section, the Expositions des monuments historiques were

naturally part of the larger effort to promote France as the patrie des arts.[30] The

exhibitions, however, seem to have addressed a number of domestic issues to no lesser

extent. Showing the work of the Commission was seen as a means to raise funds and was

linked to the effort to foster legislation. The exhibitions were not so much a means to

please the masses as to convince the political elite. Examining who the organizers of the

fine arts exhibitions and member of the international jury were is quite revealing: they

included a very high proportion of architects working for the Commission des Monuments

historiques.[31]

In the quarrel between the Architects des Monuments historiques and the Institut,

responsible for the restoration of monuments in France and favoring the Gothic revival,

and the Institut, responsible for teaching the fine arts in France and proclaiming the

superiority of a classicist style, the exhibitions were a means not only to exhibit their own

works, but to obtain as many medals from the international jury as possible and to shift

the balance of power between the two rival architectural schools.

Finally, the exhibitions were a means of affirming the primacy of the state in matters of

preservation within France against a growing private anti-restoration movement,

especially the Amis des Monuments parisiens (‘The Society of the Friends of Monuments

of Paris’) and their nationwide bulletin, L’ Ami des Monuments,[32] which attacked the

very principles on which the work of the Commission des Monuments historiques was

based. The means of attacking the Commission’s way of restoring monuments is best

captured by a definition of the Commission’s most famous architect, Viollet-le-Duc: “to

restore an edifice is not to maintain it, repair it or remake it, it is to re-establish it in a

complete state that may never have existed at a given moment.”[33] Instead L’Ami des

Monuments propagated a more careful conservation rather than an inventive restoration

of monuments. L’Ami des Monuments contested the methods of the Commission, but

generally the two organizations happily coexisted, neither denigrating nor acknowledging

each other’s existence. This became impossible when in 1889 Les Amis des Monuments

parisiens organized the “First International Congress for the protection of works of art

and monuments”, under the presidency of Charles Garnier, architect of the Paris Opera,

inviting participants from Europe, Latin America and even China, to discuss ‘heritage’

legislation, restoration versus anti-restoration and the foundation of an “International

Red Cross’ for the protection of monuments.”[34] Historic preservation had been

discussed (and would continue to be discussed) at the International Congresses of

Architects, also taking place in the framework of the international exhibitions since

1867[35], but this was the first international congress solely dedicated to the matter. Its
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proceedings could be found in the archives and libraries of government agencies and

preservation societies, attesting the importance foreign preservationist attributed to it.

[36]

In 1889, the Commission des Monuments historiques, and the Minister of Public

Instruction and Fine Arts who acted as its mouthpiece, was so offended by this challenge

to its hegemony that when learning about the planned congress, that it tried at the last

minute to organize an alternative congress with a similar program. Charles Garnier,

however, implored the Minister of Commerce and Industry, under whose auspices his

congress was organised, to have this rival cancelled. Indeed, pressure from (a new)

Minister of Commerce and Industry on (a new) Minister of Public Instruction and Fine

Arts, arguing that two congresses on the same theme were hardly necessary, resulted in

these plans having to be abandoned. Some members of the CMH were added at the last

minute to the list of delegates of L’Ami des Monuments’ congress.[37] This victory on the

international scene foreshadowed the subsequent establishment of ‘anti-restoration’ and

abandonment of ‘stylistic restoration’. Subsequently the French Bulletin Ami des

Monuments turned itself into the international voice of the English Society for the

Protection of Ancient buildings and the newly founded International Committee for the

Protection of Monuments. The Commission des Monuments historiques responded by

organizing an even larger exhibition in 1900 together with a conference cycle.[38] Both

returned to their politics of not mentioning the other.

The juxtaposition of the exhibitions organized by the Historic Monuments Commission

and the congress organized by the private anti-restoration society demonstrate how the

prestige of the international arena could be used to enhance prestige on the national level

and advance domestic agendas, regardless of how important the reception of a given

manifestation was in international terms.

Conclusion

What do these exhibitions tell us about the conceptualization of heritage from a

transnational perspective?

The dismissive attitude towards foreign contributions should be largely attributed to the

wider world fair’s discourse to prove national superiority. International encounters

between different ‘heritage-makers’ took place, methods were discussed, although the

exact extent of the transfer is hard to assess.

A comparison with other arenas of the conceptualization of ‘heritage’, such as congresses

or legislative debates, shows that the link between ‘heritage’ and internationalism is

contingent and articulated in different ways, depending on the occasion. In the exhibition

reports national superiority was claimed, at the congresses, the common effort and

internationalist understanding were invoked, in the legislative debate, ‘heritage-makers’

of every nation stressed the relative superiority of other nations to justify the need to

introduce legislation in their own countries in order to ‘catch up’ with other ‘civilized

nations’.
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Finally, the case study sheds light on the importance of internationalism for the domestic

agenda. It is a general hypothesis of transfer studies that “[l]egitimizing one’s own actions

or criticizing those of others in a national debate was one incentive” for cultural transfer,

while “trying to find a way out of an internal political impasse by having recourse to

foreign examples was another.”[39] In a similar way, the prestige of the international

arena allowed to foster domestic aims. The Historic Monuments Commission used the

exhibition to promote its own agendas, as did the private anti-restoration association Ami

des Monuments through the organization of a first international congress.

The word’s fairs thus provided a space of competition and collaboration both nationally

and internationally. This double competition had a self-accelerating effect: Heritage

officials competed internationally, but the competition also led to methods and ideas

being exchanged. At the same time intra-national competition led to a use of the

international sphere to win local battles and thereby also increased international contacts

and transfer.
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